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A long tradition of quality and innovation for over 100 years. The name Babylux is synonymous with quality and
reliability. Our passion dates back more than 100 years. The company wants to safeguard all its collaborators
by helping them to grow while respecting nature. Passion together with innovative techniques and careful
supervision of production processes, are the basis of the very high quality of our products, which reflect true
Italian tradition. Our products are born as the result of the time we have dedicated to them all these years, the
choice of people who work with passion, that true passion which has always been the real driving force of
our company, whose vocation is preserving and enhancing product quality.
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When did the history of our company begin?
In 1930, grandfather Santo, at the age of 19, decided to emigrate to Switzerland, due to extreme poverty. Few
days after his arrival, he started working for a carpenter in the Geneva area. After a year, he received the bad
news of the death of his mother, who was seriously ill. After 2 years of hard work, when he arrived home,
he found his brother, who had arrived from Italy, waiting for him. He explained that his uncle has inherited
a warehouse of 150 square meters, and that if he decided to return to Italy, his uncle could rent it to him for
300 Lire a month. Lover of his land and with the immense desire to see again his father and his sister, after a
few days he left for Italy in the company of his brother. Arrived in Italy, he started to produce furniture for the
families of the surroundings together with his father and his brother. In 1937, after 5 years of sacrifices and hard
work, he moved together with his workmates to a 450 square meter warehouse near Milan. In 1938, he married
grandmother Santina, and in 1940 the first child arrived, followed by a second child in 1943 and a third in 1947. In
1966 his father died.
... Even today, from generation to generation, with many sacrifices and a lot of satisfaction, we carry on the
family traditions.
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We are 100% organic, why this choice?
Because we value life, our company proposes
itself with articles produced with materials
free of any particle harmful to health.
Our products are accompanied by a strict
production control, so that customers are
guaranteed organic products, free from
particles harmful to health.
All products are prepared with the utmost
care, in an artisanal way and on the
customer’s order. The products
that require paints are treated only with
water-based coatings, free of any particle
harmful to our health.
We are 100% environmentally sustainable,
why this choice?
We actively support the environmental
sustainability chain, and all our suppliers
in synergy with us constantly invest to
regenerate their production and live in a
better world,
77% of the motive power used comes from
photovoltaic, hydroelectric and biomass
plants using virgin materials. We also actively
support the environmental sustainability
chain, together with our suppliers, regarding
the use of forests; the responsible use of
forests strictly requires that for every felled
tree another must be planted; applied
responsibly, this method creates a virtuous
cycle for the forests, as they are always kept
clean and regenerated.
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CERTIFICATO
CERTIFICATE

BIO 100% “PROTEZIONE SALVAVITA”
BIO100% “PROTECTION SAVE LIFE”

SI certifica che tutte le collezioni prodotte da:
We certify that all collections produced by

100% organic certified products.
Our products are accompanied by a
certificate, guaranteeing customers that
they are produced with materials free of any
particle harmful to health.

Ripa di Porta Ticinese 39
20143 Milano (MI) - Italy
P.Iva 01677040931

sono prive di particelle nocive alla salute
they are free of harmful particles to health

CONTROLLO DI PROCESSO CERTIFICATO
PROCESS CONTROL CERTIFICATE
Emissione
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The colours:
1

White

2

Cream

3

Grey

4

Cream/Grey

5

Grey/White
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Daisy collection

Daisy… The companion of our childhood
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Daisy Collection Colours

Cream code...-2
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Grey code...-3

Cream/Grey code...-4

Grey/White code...-5
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Wardrobe

Water-painted wood
2 removable drawers
with closure
Soft-close
3 removable shelves
Clothes hanger tube
Dimensions
100x55x194 bxpxh cm

Composizione Margherita
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Wardrobe
Cot
Drawer chest
Wall shelf
Clothes hanger

code
code
code
code
code

812
816
811
911
818
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Shelf

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x16x41 bxpxh

Baylux Lux Daisy
Cot Package
code791-1

Daisy Babylux Deluxe Cot package
code790-1
3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover, pillowcase,
bottom sheet with corners.
In white satin. Daisy-themed embroidery.
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Top sheet, bottom sheet,
pillowcase. In white satin.
Daisy-themed embroidery.

Veil set for cot

code794-1
Veil in white tulle, white satin
ribbon with white daisy
decoration on the head end.

Drawer Chest

Water-painted wood
with three soft-close drawers.
Dimensions 100x57x84h cm
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Daisy Composition
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Open folding wall mounted changing table
Cot
Photo frames
Drawer chest
Mirror
Small trunk
Open wall unit

code
code
code
code
code
code
code

950
816
961
811
817
813
952

closed after use

Chest opening to
contain...
... toys as well
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Clothes hanger

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x5x15 bxpxh

Mirror

In water-painted wood.
Bevelled mirror.
Dimensions cm 60x5x60 bxpxh

Photo frame

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 28x0.8x23 bxpxh

Open wall unit

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 94x25x94 bxpxh
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Small trunk

In water-painted wood.
Cushion in matching colour.
Dimensions 73x46x43 bxpxh cm
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Daisy Babylux Deluxe Cradle Package

code 792-1

Daisy Babylux Lux Cradle Package

code 793-1

3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover, pillowcase,
bottom sheet with corners.
In white satin. Daisy-themed embroidery.

Daisy Composition
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Playground carpet
Rocking cradle
Photo frame
Armchair in fabric
Floor lamp
Changing table
Clothes hanger
Digital printing meter
Veil rod for cot 		

code 960
code 814
code 961
code 956-1
code 912
code 815
code 818
code 951
code 600-0

Top sheet, bottom sheet, pillowcase.
In white satin. Daisy-themed embroidery.
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Changing table

In water-painted wood. Including:
Mat, Tray and drain pipe,
Soft-close closure for drawers,
Wheels with safety stops.
Dimensions 76x49x101 cm bxpxh
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practical
and easy to clean

Floor lamp

Lampshade in white fabric.
Dimensions cm Ø 50xh26 xh total 175

Armchair made of fabric

Baby Armchair

code 956-1 white fabric
code 956-2 beige fabric
code 956-3 grey fabric

code 954-1 white fabric
code 954-2 beige fabric
code 954-3 grey fabric

In removable fabric.
Dimensions cm 58x59x68 bxpxh

Made of removable fabric.
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Blue Teddy Bear Collection

The warmth of happy moments
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Blue Teddy Bear Collection Colours

Cream code..-2
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Grey code..-3

Cream/Grey code..-4

Grey/White code..-5
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Blue Teddy Bear Composition
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Wardrobe
Cot
Lamp
Changing table
Mirror

code
code
code
code
code

819
823
922
821
825

Blue Teddy Bear Composition

Wardrobe
Cot
Changing table

code 819
code 823
code 821
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Veil set for cot

code774-1

Veil in white tulle,
white satin ribbon with white teddy
bear decoration on the head end.

Wardrobe

Water-painted wood
2 removable drawers
with Soft-close closure
3 removable shelves
Clothes hanger tube
Dimensions cm 100x55x194 bxpxh

Mirror

In water-painted wood.
Bevelled mirror.
Dimensions cm 60x5x60 bxpxh
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Babylux Deluxe Blue
Teddy Bear Cot Package

Babylux Lux Blue Teddy
Bear Cot Package

code750-3 In blue satin
code770-1 In white satin

code751-3 In blue satin
code771-1 In white satin

3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover, pillowcase,
bottom sheet with corners.
Teddy bear themed embroidery.

Top sheet, bottom sheet,
pillowcase. Teddy bear themed
embroidery.

Changing table

In water-painted wood. Including:
Mat, Tray and drain pipe,
Soft-close closure for drawers,
Wheels with safety stops.
Dimensions cm 76x49x101 bxpxh
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Lux Babylux Cradle Set,
Teddy Bear Collection

code773-1
In white satin. Top sheet, bottom sheet
with corners, pillowcase.
Teddy Bear themed embroidery.

Deluxe Babylux Cradle Set,
Teddy Bear Collection

code772-1 In white satin. 3-sided padded bumper,
duvet, duvet cover, pillowcase, bottom sheet with
corners. Teddy bear themed embroidery.

Floor lamp

Lampshade in white fabric.
Dimensions cm Ø 50xh26 xh total 175

Blue Teddy Bear Composition
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Changing table
Shelf
Wall unit
Cot
Lamp
Photo frames
Column library

code
code
code
code
code
code
code

821
921
952
823
922
961
953

Cradle

In water-painted wood.
Dual use, rocking/wheeled.
Dimensions cm 96x57x154 bxpxh

Shelf

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x16x36 bxpxh

Blue Teddy Bear Composition

Armchair

Baby cot
code
Floor lamp
code
Armchair made of fabric code
Armchair in fabric
code

code 956-1 white fabric
code 956-2 beige fabric
code 956-3 grey fabric

824
922
956
600-0

In removable fabric.
Dimensions 58x59x68 cm
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Pink Teddy Bear Collection

Beautiful Pink
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Pink Teddy Bear Collection Colours

Cream code..-2

36

Grey code..-3

Cream/Grey code..-4

Grey/White code..-5
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Pink Teddy Bear Composition
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Small trunk
Clothes hanger
Changing table
Wall shelf
Baby cot
Photo frames
Mirror
Cot
Drawer Chest
Wardrobe
Veil rod for cot

code
code
code
code
code
code
code
code
code
code
code

830
834
829
931
832
961
833
831
828
827
600-0

Lux Babylux Cradle Set, Teddy Bear Collection
code773-1
In white satin. Top sheet, bottom sheet
with corners, pillowcase.
Teddy Bear themed embroidery.

Deluxe Babylux Cradle Set, Teddy Bear Collection
code772-1 In white satin. 3-sided padded bumper, duvet, duvet cover, pillowcase, bottom sheet with corners.
Teddy bear themed embroidery.
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Shelf

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x16x41 bxpxh

Clothes hanger

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x5x15 bxpxh

Drawer Chest
Small trunk

In water-painted wood.
Cushion in matching colour.
Dimensions cm 73x46x43 bxpxh
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Changing table

In water-painted wood. Including:
Mat, Tray and drain pipe,
Soft-close closure for drawers,
Wheels with safety stops.
Dimensions cm 76x49x101 bxpxh

In water-painted wood with three drawers
with soft-close closure.
Dimensions cm 100x57x84 bxpxh

Mirror

In water-painted wood. Bevelled mirror.
Dimensions cm 60x5x60 bxpxh
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Pink Teddy Bear Composition
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Digital printing ruler
code 951
Folding wall-mounted changing table code 950
Cot
code 831
Wall shelf
code 931
Wardrobe
code 827

Wardrobe

Water-painted wood
2 removable drawers with
Soft-close closure
3 removable shelves Clothes hanger tube.
Dimensions cm 100x55x194 bxpxh
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Babylux Lux
Pink Teddy Bear Cot Package
code731-2 In pink satin
code771-1 In white satin
Top sheet, bottom sheet,
pillowcase.
Teddy bear themed embroidery.

Armchair made of fabric
code 956-1 white fabric
code 956-2 beige fabric
code 956-3 grey fabric
Made of removable fabric.
Dimensioni cm 58x59x68 bxpxh

Pink Teddy Bear Composition
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Baby Armchair
Cradle
Floor lamp
Armchair
Veil rod for cot

code
code
code
code

832
932
956-1
600-0

code 954-1 white fabric
code 954-2 beige fabric
code 954-3 grey fabric
Made of removable fabric.

Babylux Deluxe
Pink Bear Cot Package
code730-2 In pink satin
code770-1 In white satin
3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover,
pillowcase, bottom sheet with corners.
Teddy bear themed embroidery.

Veil set for cot

code774-1

Veil in white tulle,
white satin ribbon with white teddy bear
decoration on the head end.
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Heart Collection

May the heart guide you
on the right paths
46
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Heart Collection Colours

Cream code..-2

48

Grey code..-3

Cream/Grey code..-4

Grey/White code..-5
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Armchair made of fabric
code 956-1 white fabric
code 956-2 beige fabric
code 956-3 grey fabric
Made of removable fabric.
Dimensions cm 58x59x68 bxpxh

Heart composition
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Column library
Armchair in fabric
Floor lamp
Cot
Wall shelf
Folding wall-mounted changing table

code
code
code
code
code
code

953
956-1
902
804
901
950

Baby Armchair

Variants large white lacquered heart handles with white - grey - cream bows

code 954-1 white fabric
code 954-2 beige fabric
code 954-3 grey fabric
Made of removable fabric.
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Lamp

Fabric ceiling lamp
Dimensions cm Ø50xh26

Changing table

Closed changing table

Wall-mounted changing table.
Water painted. Folding opening
and closing mechanism.
Satin material with themed
embroidery.
Dimensions cm 69x76x170 bxpxh
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Babylux Deluxe Heart Cot Package

Babylux Lux Heart Cot Package

Code710-1:
3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover,
pillowcase, bottom sheet with corners.
In white satin.
Heart-themed embroidery.

Code711-1:
Top sheet, bottom sheet, pillowcase.
In white satin.
Heart-themed embroidery.

Veil set for cot
Heart Collection
Code714-1:
Veil in white tulle,
white satin ribbon with white heart
decoration on the head end.

Shelf

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x16x31 bxpxh

Column library

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions 53x25x201 bxpxh
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Heart composition

54

Cradle
Drawer Chest
Mirror
Photo frames
Changing table
Clothes hanger
Wardrobe
Veil rod for cot

code
code
code
code
code
code
code
code

805
802
806
961
803
807
801
600-0

Wardrobe

Water-painted wood
2 removable drawers with Soft-close
closure 3 removable shelves
Clothes hanger tube.
Dimensions cm 100x55x194 bxpxh

Babylux Deluxe Heart Cradle Package

code 712-1

Babylux Lux Heart Cradle Package

code 713-1

3-sided padded bumper, duvet cover, pillowcase,
Bottom sheet with corners. In white satin. Heart-themed embroidery.

Top sheet, bottom sheet, pillowcase.
In white satin. Heart-themed embroidery.
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Changing table

In water-painted wood.
Including: Mat, Tub and drain hose,
Soft-close closure for drawers,
Wheels with safety stops.
Dimensions cm 76x49x101 bxpxh

Drawer chest

Heart composition
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Drawer Chest
Mirror
Cot
Photo frames
Changing table
Clothes hanger
Wardrobe

code
code
code
code
code
code
code

802
806
804
961
803
807
801

Water-painted wood
with three soft-close drawers.
Dimensions cm 100x57x84 bxpxh

Mirror

Heart composition

Column library
Cradle
hanging table
Wall shelf
Small trunk
Clothes hanger
Veil rod for cot

code
code
code
code
code
code
code

953
805
803
901
808
807
600-0

Clothes hanger

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 60x5x15 bxpxh

In water-painted wood.
Bevelled mirror.
Dimensions cm 60x5x60 bxpxh
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My Creative World
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Multi-purpose cabinet code 810
Bookshelf
code 809
Desk
code 900-910-920-930
Desk chairs
code 958
Bench
code 959
Shaped desk
code 957
Cubes
code 955
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Bookshelf

In water-painted wood.
Six compartments.
Wheels with safety lock.
Dimensions cm 100x54x89 bxpxh

Multi-purpose cabinet

In water-painted wood.
Adjustable shelves
Wheels with safety lock.
Dimensions cm 100x54x89 bxpxh

Containers

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm 48x28x28 bxpxh

Bench

In water-painted wood. Padded cushion.
Dimensions cm 117x32x54 bxpxh

Chair

In water-painted wood. Padded cushion.
Dimensions cm 35x38x61 bxpxh

Small table

In water-painted wood.
Dimensions cm Ø60xh52
60
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The Hideout of Wisdom

In water-painted wood.
Handles in variant of the model.
Dimensions cm 100x25x110 bxpxh
180° opening doors.
Internal pockets in water-lacquered wood
with holes for inserting crayons and markers.
62
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